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Initial vocational education in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina takes place exclusively in a school en-
vironment – at various vocational schools.
Students do have the possibility to try practical

training at companies and/or school workshops
and acquire skills. However, when it comes to the
scope, depth and quality, these options – and in par-
ticular work-based learning – are frequently mar-
ginal and insufficient to achieve meaningful
learning outcomes. There are multiple reasons for
limited results, especially in case of work-based
learning. A series of reasons certainly lies in the
basic possibilities and the regulatory framework
that companies have at their disposal in order to
offer and implement work-based learning. In addi-
tion to this, companies have only limited experien-
ces in relation to the manner in which such a
learning format should be implemented in terms of
quality and what benefits a company has/can have.

This raises the question as to how individual for-
mats of work-based learning (summer internship,
alternance) can be improved in order for a larger
number of companies to participate in them. In ad-
dition to this, there are interesting additional forms
of cooperation between companies and schools. In
order to obtain relevant information, an online com-
pany survey was conducted in the last quarter of
2017 (Austrian companies operating in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Bosnian and Herzegovinian com-
panies). 1

The key company survey findings are
as follows:

The cooperation between companies and schools
takes place in different formats – mostly one or
more of the following formats are implemented:
company visits (in order to make the students
acquainted and inform them about the world of
work/business world), alternance (1-3 days per
week of work-based learning at a company and

obligatory practical training), exercises, final and
seminar papers related to the company, as well as
voluntary summer internships, which take place
somewhat less frequently. Other forms of partne-
rships, such as infrastructure/money donations,
presence of company representatives in school bo-
dies, part-time employment of teachers, are less
frequent.

It should be considered that the satisfaction is fre-
quently low specifically in case of the experience-
based cooperation format, or work-based format,
which is of great importance for the vocational edu-
cation system (internship and alternance): only half
of the companies are very satisfied or mostly satis-
fied with it.

Three out of four companies have had no coopera-
tion with schools so far, but are interested in it, pri-
marily in work-based formats (summer internship
and alternance) and in career guidance activities
(company visits). A work-based learning potential
therefore exists and can be increased.

Companies that are already cooperating with
schools consistently assess challenges related with
this issue as much smaller than companies that
have no experience with this cooperation format.
However, all companies stress that the greatest
challenge is a lack of support by public institu-
tions. A lack of sustainability of cooperation and ex-
cessively complex/bureaucratic regulations are
also stressed as particular obstacles.

It is obviously necessary to overcome great obstac-
les in order to encourage companies that have had
no cooperation with schools so far to enter into a
specific engagement. However, on a positive note,
companies expect the least difficulties regarding
their human resources/financial expenditures and
the inclusion of students in their production pro-
cess (e.g. alternance or practical training).

4 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Executive Summary  

1The survey was available in two language versions (with identical contents), a German and Bosnian language version. Around 100 companies participated in the sur-
vey. The survey is not representative in strict statistical terms – the sample contains a disproportionatelly high number of companies from the area of Sarajevo, Au-
strian companies (40% in comparison to 60% Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies), mostly medium and large companies, as well as a disproportionatelly high
number of companies from the production sector. In spite of this, very similar answers were given to most questions (so that the survey should mostly accurately
reflect the experiences and interests of companies related to ''practical training at companies'' and ''cooperation with vocational schools'' in general. 
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Components of work-based initial vocational edu-
cation in Bosnia and Herzegovina depend to a much
larger degree on the social interests of companies
to provide support to young persons than on their
own considerations related to investments/bene-
fits for the company.  This is also demonstrated by
the answers to questions related to reasons for
companies to provide training opportunities.   

The reasons why certain companies have not yet
had any students in the framework of alternance
are also interesting. It is obvious that it is of crucial
importance that…
… these companies do not really recognise the
added value of company-based training.
… that there is too little information about legal and
organisational framework conditions, or that the
bureaucratic burden is too big/seems too big.
… that vocational education needed/requested by
companies is not sufficiently available, that curri-
cula are ''obsolete'' and/or there are professions
that would be interesting for companies, but there
are no school curricula and vocational education
programmes.

This points to a great need for systemic reforms
from the perspective of companies. Companies
have very frequently and firmly mentioned reform
programmes: more opportunities for companies to
participate in decision making and support in the
selection of students for practical training, better
adapted educational content and qualification
needs of companies, a longer period of training at
companies and flexibility in terms of time schedule
of trainings, simplified and clearer legal provisions
(in particular in relation to occupational safety and
insurance-related aspects, division of roles and re-
sponsibilities between the school and company
where the training takes place, and, last but not
least, better support of public institutions for com-
panies providing training).

The reform programme is obviously comprehensive
and challenging. For this reason, only marginal
adaptations of the existing systematic environment
will not be sufficient for a significantly increased
participation of companies in the initial vocational
education than this has been the case so far –
especially when it comes to taking over specific
educational components. This is also shown by the
final section of questions about the medium-
term/long-term reform option of ''apprentice trai-
ning'' (similarly to the one in Austria, Germany or
Switzerland), in relation to which companies have

a very positive attitude.   

Based on such company survey findings and seve-
ral discussions during round tables organised on
site with stakeholders from Bosnia and Herzego-
vina (schools, companies, chambers, ministries), it
is possible to define certain key recommendations
for action for the purpose of improving framework
conditions for work-based learning:

� Explanation of work-based formats regarding
their goals, structure, as well as roles and re-
sponsibilities of schools and companies provi-
ding training    

� Defining obligatory minimum standards/criteria
for companies providing training  

� Designing company training components in com-
pliance with legitimate entrepreneurial cost-be-
nefit analyses, needs for flexibility and education
quality assurance for students   

� Establishment of support structures by public in-
stitutions and instruments for companies for the
purpose of promoting their competences for
high-quality implementation of work-based lear-
ning            

� Building/expanding of school competences and
brushing up the expert knowledge of teachers
regarding theoretical and practical learning  

� Definition of framework conditions for coopera-
tion formats between schools and companies,
e.g. contract templates for practical tra i ning and
donations    

� Inclusion of institutional actors such as repre-
sentatives of employers in the process of voca-
tional education management in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and ensuring adequate expert
knowledge on vocational education at these in-
stitutions   

� Last, but not least, criteria, regulations and ad-
ministrative procedures should be standardised
throughout the country, if possible, in order to
guarantee the transparency of the access to and
quality of work-based learning for students and
companies.     

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 5

2 In countries with established systems of dual education/apprenticeship, such as Austria, Germany or Switzerland, the interests of companies play a key role in their
engagement, as opposed to those in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Companies train young qualified personnel (in the form of apprenticeship) primarily in order to en-
sure the next generation of their own qualified personnel.    
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T he present report contains the findings of
the online company survey regarding their
experiences related to the ''cooperation
with vocational schools'' and ''practical

training at companies'' (as voluntary summer in-
ternship and/or alternance). The survey also expli-
citly included reform questions/aspects related to
the vocational education system in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina that are necessary in the opinion of entre-
preneurs, in particular those that would be
necessary for an increased participation of compa-
nies in initial vocational education (work-based
learning).    

The issue of an increased participation of compa-
nies in the initial vocational education can be ana-
lysed only in the context of the existing system for
the acquisition of professional qualifications in Bo-
snia and Herzegovina: The initial vocational educa-
tion namely currently takes place exclusively and
fully at schools (various vocational schools).3 Alt-
hough students of these schools have the possibi-
lity to participate in practical training at companies
and/or school workshops, the scope, depth and
quality of such options (especially of work-based
learning) are frequently marginal and insufficient
for achieving meaningful learning outcomes. In ad-
dition to this, such practices or alternating formats
(alternance) are actually foreseen only in case of
three-year vocational schools, and not in case of
four-year technical schools.4

Based on the findings of the company survey and
round table discussions held with stakeholders
from Bosnia and Herzegovina (schools, compa-
nies, chambers and ministries), recommendations
on courses of action were made in fall/winter of
2017, which should ensure a higher engagement of
companies, improved cooperation between compa-
nies and schools and better quality of vocational
education in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The following terms were used for work-based
learning:
Practical training throughout the year: These are
those parts of obligatory practical training that
takes place at companies and are foreseen in the
curriculum.   
Voluntary summer internship: The curriculum
does not contain any provisions in this respect. In-
ternships take place during summer holidays, and
students search for internship positions at their
own initiative. Schools do not have a supervisory
function.   

6 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Initial situation and project goals 

3 There is a common basic structure of the educational system, irrespective of the political and administrative division (education is mostly the competence of the
entities, Republika Srpska (RS) and Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FB&H) – the latter is divided into ten cantons, which have their competences in culture
and education) throughout the country:
� Eight-year or nine-year primary education 
� Ensuing secondary education with...  
... four-year general education schools  
... three-year vocational schools   
... four-year technical secondary schools.   
In addition to this, there are numerous one-year or two-year vocational education programmes. Education is obligatory up to the ninth grade. Four-year technical
schools give access to higher education institutions, but three-year vocational schools also grant such access, given the fact that the access to higher education in-
stitutions is primarily regulated though an entrance exam. A legal regulation that is of particular relevance from the reform perspective is the so-called ''30% auto-
nomy clause/regulation'': The school management can independently decide on 30% of teaching content/schedule as part of the school autonomy. Any wishes for
changes that exceed this framework must be approved by pedagogical institutes. In case of their approval, they are applicable to the whole region. As a result,
schools already have a general possibility to autonomously decide on an important set of teaching content and time. This opens up space for expanding and deepe-
ning the cooperation with companies, such as more extensive practical trainings at companies. Such a legal background, among other things, explains/makes pos-
sible heterogeneous practices at companies in terms of practical training duration and content.
4 In case of alternance, learning alternates between the school and company during practical training (usually 1/2/3 days per week at the company; and the num-
ber of days increases at higher grades). The (general) scope and content of professional and practical training are defined by the curriculum and they are obligatory.
The curriculum provides for the possibility of conducting part of the education at companies in the form of work-based learning (''practical training at companies'').
On the one hand, the scope and content of the training conducted at a specific company in the form of practical training (''practical training at companies'') depends
on the availability of positions and possibilities for training at companies. However, on the other hand they also depend on the interest of the school itself, which de-
cides to what extent practical training should even take place outside its workshops.
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T he survey was conducted online in the pe-
riod from mid-October to mid-December
2017. The Austrian Foreign Trade Chamber,
Advantage Austria (Regional Office in Sara-

jevo) sent an e-mail to Austrian companies opera-
ting in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Foreign Trade
Chamber of Bosnia and Herzegovina assumed the
task of contacting Bosnian and Herzegovinian com-
panies. Two language versions were available, a
German and a Bosnian one (which were identical in
terms of content).    

Survey participation: 
Following several e-mails that were sent as remin-
ders to fill out the survey, 217 companies participa-
ted in the survey, and 91 of them filled in the whole
questionnaire, so that it was possible to analyse
their statements (please see chart 1).

Chart 1: Survey participation

Characteristics of companies that
participated in the survey and survey
representativeness  

A more detailed analysis of characteristics of com-
panies that participated in the survey (please see
chart 2) indicates that there was a great variety in
terms of region, company size and activity/business
sector 5, however, the survey is not representative
in strictly statistical terms. The sample contains a
disproportionately high number of companies from
the area of Sarajevo (57%), Austrian companies
(40% versus 60% of Bosnian and Herzegovinian
companies), mostly medium-sized and large com-
panies, as well as around 40% of companies from
the production industry.   

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 7

Survey design, participation, 
representativeness    

5 The sector structure is given in chart 3 in attachment I.   

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017

Partial answers Complete answers Answers in total

Survey participation

126

91

217
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Chart 2: Characteristics of the net sample 
(complete answers)

8 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: Only those companies that completed the whole questionnaire (n=91)

What is the main activity of your company in Bosnia and Herzegovina?

Production

Consultancy/services

Trade

Other

Sourcing/procurement

41%

27%

17%

15%

0%

19%

15%

11%

28%

27%

57%

42%

16%

16%

10%

How many employees does your company currently have in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina?

In which of the following cities/regions does your company 
have its seat or branch office?

1-9

10-19

20-49

50-249

More than 250

Sarajevo

Other

Mostar

Banja Luka

Brčko District

% % % % % %

% % % % % %

% % % % % %
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However, given the fact that the answers of com-
panies were mostly very homogenous, the men-
tioned distortions are not really problematic in
terms of their content, i.e. irrespective of company
ownership (Austrian versus Bosnian and Herzego-
vinian companies), their regional position6, their
size7, their experience in work-based learning so
far, as well as their cooperation with vocational
schools, companies provided very similar answers
to most of the questions.   

Survey findings would therefore have been only
slightly different had there been a representative
sample. The statements can therefore be assessed

as very valid, and it can be said that the experiences
and interests of companies regarding company
training and cooperation with vocational schools in
general are well reflected in the survey.

Different perspectives are present only in those
cases when distinction is made between companies
that already have experiences in cooperation and
companies that have not had any such experiences,
and in particular in relation to work-based learning
(in the form of an internship or alternance). As
could have been expected, in case of reasons for
providing training and perceived and expected chal-
lenges, there were great differences.

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 9

6The political competence for (vocational) education in Bosnia and Herzegovina is largely decentralised: The two entities, Republika Srpska (RS) and Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (FB&H) are thus largely competent for culture and education – the latter is divided into ten cantons, and every canton is competent for its
own sector of culture and education. In addition to this, there is also Brčko District, which has its own competences. A typical fact of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but
also of most countries of Southeast Europe or successor states of Yugoslavia, is a lack of apprentice training similar to the Austrian, German or Swiss model. In the
former Yugoslavia, there was a certain form of dual education: The three-year and four-year education programmes provided for obligatory practical training at com-
panies. Such practical training had to frequently be offered by companies. During the war and the process of transformation, this obligation disappeared. On the other
hand, companies practically fully withdrew from this form of cooperation in education. The acquisition of qualifications in vocational education therefore currently
takes place exclusively in the school environment (at various vocational schools). The students of these schools have the possibility to do practical training at com-
panies (internships and/or alternance) or school workshops. However, these options are present to a meaningful extent only in case of three-year vocational schools,
but they do not exist in case of four-year technical schools.
7 Only smaller companies have a somewhat higher tendency of agreeing with various sections of questions.   
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The fourth chapter presents the most impor-
tant company survey findings. All subse-
quent analyses and statements are based
on 91 questionnaires that have been fully

completed.

4.1 Cooperation experience and 
satisfaction 

At the beginning, companies were asked whether
they have already had or whether they have coope-
ration with vocational schools and what kind of coo-
peration. When interpreting this chart, one should
consider that the share values in terms of their size
do not constitute reliable values. If more of those
companies, which already have experience in coo-
perating with vocational schools, participated in the
survey, then all of the stated shares in the chart
would be too high, and in a contrary case, they
would be too low. There are no official empirical fin-
dings regarding the form of cooperation between
companies and vocational schools. It is therefore
impossible to verify the values of shares resulting
from this survey, and consequently also impossible
to make statements about the real extent of coo-
peration based on the survey.

However, the structure of these cooperation for-
mats should be well presented based on the survey.
Chart 3 thus shows surprisingly wide-ranging coo-
peration positions and formats entered into by re-
spondents and vocational schools.

Around 40% of companies almost equally often sta-
ted both individual days for company visits (such as
open door days, career guidance days, company vi-
sits) and practical learning and acquisition of expe-
rience at companies in the form of alternating
educational programmes or obligatory practical
training at companies. Every third company also
stated that students could do exercises, final and
seminar papers related to the company.

Every fourth company has already had a student
doing a voluntary internship. A similar number of
companies have a regular exchange of opinions
with teachers regarding developments in their pro-
fession and/or have entered into partnerships with

schools (e.g. training companies).

As opposed to this, other forms of partnerships are
less present: infrastructure/money donations, ex-
pert personnel from companies teaching at
schools, or teachers who work (part time) at com-
panies, as well as company representatives/parti-
cipation of companies at school bodies.

The sum of multiple statements of 230% points to
the fact that numerous companies do not only have
one form of cooperation with schools, but that they
have several (''parallel'') cooperation formats with
schools. However, it is not possible to find specific
concentrations, so that cooperation formats of a
certain company probably do not depend only on its
own preferences and possibilities, but also on the
willingness of schools to enter into certain types of
cooperation.   

10 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Company survey findings    
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Chart 3: Cooperation experiences so far  

To what extent are companies satisfied with these
cooperation formats? Companies could express
their opinion on a scale from 1 to 5 (very satisfied
to completely dissatisfied). However, the results
are alarming (please see chart 4): Specifically,

those cooperation formats that ensure the acqui-
sition of experience or work-based learning (in-
ternships/practical trainings at companies and
alternance) that are crucial for vocational educa-
tion have a low score in the comparison. Only

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 11

Has your company already accepted students from vocational schools
for practical training? Or does your company already have some other 

cooperation formats with vocational schools?

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017 (n=91)

Open door days/hours, professional practice
days, career guidance days: Students have an

opportunity to become acquainted with the daily
work routine, activities and professions 

of our company     

Practical training/internships (during school
year or holidays; the extent and content are

defined in the curriculum)

Students can do various exercises, final and
seminar papers related to your company  

Partnerships with schools (training
company, etc.)   

Exchange of information regarding current 
developments in their profession   

Voluntary internships (there are no 
regulations)   

Qualified employees of the company 
teach at the school  

Infrastructure donations: company provides 
machinery/materials for school workshops   

Regular money donations   

Teachers work part time at the company   

Our  company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body  

43%

41%

36%

25%

24%

24%

12%

11%

5%

4%

3%

Share of companies with experiences, multiple statements  

% % % % % %
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around half of the companies are very satisfied or
mostly satisfied with them – however, many com-
panies are satisfied only to a lesser extent or
completely dissatisfied. We can only hope that this
will have no negative consequences on the latter
regarding their further engagement in coopera-
tion.
It is evident that the highest satisfaction was fre-

quently expressed in case of those cooperation for-
mats that only few companies and schools enga-
ged in, namely ''cooperation for the purpose of
learning/work'' of teachers or qualified workers or
relevant partners and money donations. It is also
interesting that the satisfaction of those companies
that made infrastructure donations to schools is re-
latively low.

12 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Chart 4: Cooperation satisfaction

To what extent are you satisfied with this cooperation?

Teachers work part time at our company  

Regular money donations

Qualified workers of the company teach at schools  

Students can do various exercises, final and seminar
papers in relation to your company  

Exchange of information with teachers regarding 
current developments in their profession   

Our company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body   

Partnerships with schools (training company, etc.)   

Open door days/hours, professional practice days, 
career guidance days 

Practical training at the company 

Voluntary internship (there are no regulations)   

Infrastructure donations: the company provides 
machinery/materials for school workshops  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

% % % % % %

Very satisfied                                                                  Completely dissatisfied 
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4.2 Interest in future cooperation
formats with vocational schools   

Companies were also asked whether they were gene-
rally interested in cooperation with vocational schools,
if they did not have any such cooperation so far. A so-
mewhat positive result (please see chart 5) is the fact
that there is a great interest, especially in case of those
cooperation formats that aim at the acquisition of ex-

perience or work-based learning (specialist/summer
internship and alternance) as well as career guidance
and open days for the purpose of learning about daily
work routine at companies/working reality, which is of
crucial importance for the vocational education sy-
stem. Only one fourth of companies can even imagine
a certain cooperation format. As opposed to this, as
many as two thirds of respondents are interested in
cooperation, although many of them obviously also
have certain reservations.

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 13

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Chart 5: Basic interest in cooperation  

Only those companies that have not had any cooperation so far   

Are you generally interested in cooperation?

Practical training at the company

Voluntary internship (there are no rules)  

Open door hours/days, professional practice
days, career guidance 

Partnerships with schools (training company, etc.)  

Exchange of information with teachers regarding the
current developments in their profession   

Regular money donations

Our company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body  

Infrastructure donations: the company provides 
machinery/material for school workshops  

Qualified staff of the company teaches at schools  

Students can do various exercises, final and seminar 
papers related to your company   

Teachers work part time at our company   

% % % % % %

Completely uninterested Very interested                                                                                       
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It may therefore be assumed that there is generally
a great potential when it comes to the participation
of companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina in work-
based learning. Further below, there is a section on
improvements of framework conditions and poten-
tial further activities (information, support) needed
for this.

There is generally a low interest in almost all other
potential cooperation forms. That is noteworthy
also because specifically these formats, as pre-
viously stated, are frequently related to the greatest
satisfaction of companies applying them. This can
also be interpreted in such a manner that more in-
formation and awareness raising activities in rela-
tion to potential benefits of such cooperation
formats are needed.

What are then challenges for companies coopera-
ting with schools? If we compare statements of
companies that already have experiences in the
cooperation with experiences of companies that
have not cooperated with schools so far, there are
pronounced differences between these two groups
(please see chart 6).

In addition to this, companies that have already
cooperated with schools consistently assess chal-
lenges as considerably lower than companies wit-
hout such cooperation experiences.

Secondly, in case of both groups, it is obvious that
companies consider the lack of support from pu-
blic sector institutions to be the greatest challenge.
In the opinion of many of them, the lack of sustai-
nability of cooperation is also problematic, given the
fact that it is largely based on the initiative and en-
gagement of individuals. However, companies also
complain about too complex/bureaucratic regula-
tions.

Companies without any experience in cooperation
see considerable challenges related to almost all
mentioned aspects. A positive thing is the fact they
envision the least challenges in case of students’
interest. They also do not expect too many difficul-
ties for their companies in relation to human re-
sources/financial resources that need to be
invested and the inclusion in the production pro-
cess at the company (e.g. alternance or practical
training).

However, all other aspects were assessed as chal-
lenges. There are obviously great obstacles that
must be overcome if these companies are to be
motivated to engage in specific cooperation. Com-
panies that are already cooperating with schools,
might become pioneers/provide testimonials about
their experiences, given the fact that they have an
increasing trust when it comes to a realistic asses-
sment of the situation from the perspective of the
company.

14 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H
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Chart 6: Challenges related to the cooperation with schools from the perspective of companies   

Companies with experience in cooperation   

You stated that you have already cooperated with vocational schools. What are the
greatest cooperation-related challenges based on your experience?  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: For the purpose of easier comparison, the challenges for both charts were given in the same order 
(according to statements of companies with experience in cooperation)

Lack of support of public institutions  

Lack of sustainability of cooperation formats, given
the fact that they largely depend on the personal 

initiative and engagement of individuals  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations

Difficulties to find schools that would be 
interested in cooperation  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Investments in terms of human resources/financial
resources of companies   

Unclarity/uncertainty related to legal aspects/
responsibility in case of cooperation  

Lack of interest in case of students

Lack of expertise of teachers

Inclusion of cooperation in the work process 
at the company (in case of practical training, 

company visit, etc.)

% % % % % %

No problem at all   An extremely great challenge                                                                  
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16 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Companies without experience in cooperation   

You stated that you were interested in cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are, in your opinion, the greatest challenges related to cooperation 

with vocational schools?

Lack of support of public institutions

Lack of sustainability of cooperation formats, given
the fact that they largely depend on the personal 

initiative and engagement of individuals  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations  

Difficulties to find schools that would be 
interested in cooperation 

Investments in terms of human resources/financial
resources of companies 

Unclarity/uncertainty related to legal aspects/
responsibility in case of cooperation 

Lack of interest in case of students

Lack of expertise of teachers  

Inclusion of cooperation in the work process 
at the company (in case of practical training, 

company visit, etc.)  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: For the purpose of easier comparison, the challenges for both charts were given in the same order
(according to statements of companies with experience in cooperation)

% % % % % %

An extremely great challenge                                      No problem at all   
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4.3 Experiences with students from
vocational schools during practical
training     

After an overview of potential cooperation formats
between companies and vocational schools and
fundamental challenges in this field, the focus lies
on two cooperation formats between companies
and schools, which are probably the two most im-
portant formats for (dual) vocational education: al-
ternance and acquisition of experience in practical
training setting. It turned out that as many as half
of the respondents had such experiences with stu-
dents, whereas the other half of respondents has
not yet had any such experiences (please see chart
7).

4.3.1 Reasons for providing practical
training  

Companies that are currently providing practical
training or that provided practical training before,
answered the questions about their reasons to do

so (chart 8). The first reason is that ''they con-
sciously wanted to give young people a chance'',
which is the answer provided by 75% of companies
(68% of them stated that they ''fully agreed''!).
There are similarly high values in case of the an-
swer that the reason is the wish to make young
people acquainted with the world of work (''in order
for interested young people to acquire their first
work experiences'', as well as ''in order to enable
them to gain an insight in the daily work routine and
professions'').
Reasons related to companies’ own interest come
only second: the wish to attract students to the
company in order to meet their own need for qua-
lified workers (''a decreased risk of hiring wrong
candidates'' as well as ''a higher prominence of the
company in the region'').

Only a small number of companies stated specific
entrepreneurial reasons that are largely related to
the specific work of students, such as flexible sup-
port in their work, impulses/new knowledge, or
problem solving. The fact that 20-40% companies
nevertheless agreed with these aspects to a so-
mewhat less strong form is noteworthy.      

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 17

Has your company already had any experiences with students from 
vocational schools during practical training?   

YES, we currently have students
doing practical training  

YES, we used to have students
doing practical training, but this

is currently not the case   

NO, we have never had students
doing practical training

I don't know

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

31%

21%

45%

3%

Chart 7: Experiences with students during practical training    

% % % % %%
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18 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Chart 8: Reasons for providing practical training positions   

Only companies that have already had students doing practical training   

What is (was) your reason to provide practical training?   

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017 

We consiously wish to provide an opportunity
to young persons  

We wish to enable interested young persons to
acquire their first work experience  

We wish to enable young persons to get an insight
into daily work routine and professions   

Students doing practical training support the 
work in a flexible manner    

Students doing practical training enable companies
to enter into contact with vocational schools   

Students doing practical training bring new 
know-how and new ideas to the company   

Students doing practical training help solve 
a specific problem  

Students doing practical  trainings are an 
instrument for their later recruitment in order 
to meet the needs of the company for qualified

workers. This decreases the risk of hiring
wrong candidates.     

Students doing practical  trainings are an 
instrument for their later recruitment in order to

meet the needs of the company for qualified
workers. They increase the prominence of

the company in the region.    

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                             I fully disagree
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If the structure of these statements is compared to
reasons stated by companies in countries such as
Austria, Germany or Switzerland when they accept
students for practical training, a great difference
may be perceived: in these countries, the key rea-
son for providing practical training is a company’s
own interest. They train young qualified workers (in
the form of apprenticeship) primarily in order to en-
sure their own new qualified workers. Many com-
panies also give young persons an insight in daily
work routine and enable them to acquire work ex-

perience – however, that is not the primary goal of
most companies.         
Components of work-based initial vocational edu-
cation in Bosnia and Herzegovina thus depend to a
much larger extent on the social interest of com-
panies to provide support to young persons than on
their wish to invest/achieve benefits for the com-
pany. As a result, tighter quantitative limits of par-
ticipation of the ''economy'' in initial vocational
education are drawn.   
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20 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

4.3.2 Reasons why companies have
not yet provided practical training      

There are obviously numerous reasons that result
in the fact that companies do not provide compo-
nents of initial practical training at companies
(whether internships or alternance) (please see
chart 9).   

It is obviously crucial that…   
... companies do not really recognise the added
value of company-based training.  
... there is too little information about legal and or-
ganisational framework conditions or that bureau-
cratic obstacles are too big/seem too big.   
… that vocational education needed/requested by
companies is not sufficiently available, that curri-

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Chart 9: Reasons why companies have not yet provided practical training   

Only those companies that have not yet provided practical training 

Why are you currently not providing practical training?

The added value of practical training is too 
small/non existent for the company   

The company has only partial/has no information about
legal and organisational framework conditions for 

providing practical training         

The knowledge of students is insufficient   

The necessary vocational education is 
(still) not available  

Bureaucratic barriers are too big   

The cooperation with the school is too 
complicated/complex     

We do not need qualified workers, so that we are not 
interested in providing practical training to students   

The motivation/engagement of students is insufficient 

The inclusion of students in daily work 
routine is too difficult/complex   

The time and/or financial resources to be invested in
practical training are too high    

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                              I completely disagree
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cula are ''obsolete'' and/or there are professions
that would be interesting for companies, but there
are no school curricula and vocational education
programmes.

In addition to this, there are frequently pronounced
reservations regarding the knowledge of students
and willingness of schools to cooperate (especially
in terms of the extent to which such cooperation is
complicated and complex in reality).           
''The good news'' resulting from answers given by
companies is that there are small reservations re-
garding the engagement/motivation of students
and that many companies believe that practical
training at companies mostly can be integrated in
daily production routine, as well as that most com-
panies believe that the time and financial resour-
ces that need to be invested are entirely acceptable.

4.4 Basic requirements for the 
rganisation of company-based 
practical training    

Irrespective of the fact whether a certain company
already provided training to students or not, com-
panies were asked about the manner in which
practical training should be structured, so that a
larger number of companies would participate in
initial vocational education (by taking over compo-

nents to be implemented as part of company-based
training). The topic of systemic reform options/ne-
cessities was thus explicitly discussed.
The basic picture is clear: in case of all thematic
fields/reform options that were mentioned, there
was a high level of agreement (please see chart 10).
Companies thus expressed a great need for a sy-
stemic reform. It is obviously needed in order for a
larger number of companies to participate in initial
vocational education.
Reform programmes include all basic aspects:
greater possibilities for entrepreneurial action as
well as support in selecting students, improved
adaptation of education content to company needs
for certain qualifications, longer training at the
company as well as flexibility in terms of training
schedule, simpler and clearer legal regulations (in
particular in relation to occupational safety and in-
surance, distribution of roles and responsibilities
between the school and company that provides the
training, and last, but not least, better support for
companies providing training from public institu-
tions).
The reform programme is obviously comprehensive
and challenging. It will therefore not be sufficient
to only make small adaptations of the existing sy-
stem in order to for a significantly higher number of
companies to participate in initial vocational edu-
cation, and specifically to take over concrete edu-
cational components.
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Chart 10: Requirements for the organisation of practical training 

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Irrespective of the fact whether you already have specific experiences related to
company-based training or not: what should practical training be like in order 

for a larger number of companies to provide practical training?    

Companies need support in finding students (e.g. online
exchange, career guidance, education fairs)

Public incentives are needed for companies 
providing practical training  

Companies must be supported through specific measures
in terms of how practical training should be conducted*

Curricula must to a larger extent be based on specific 
professions, and less on wide education fields  

The time of practical training must be adapted to 
time-related requirements in a flexible manner (practical 

training that lasts for several days per week or in block
teaching per semester)

The educational content of practical trainings must 
correspond to a larger extent to qualification needs of 

companies than this has been the case so far       

The company must have the possibility to independently
choose students for practical training     

Regulations on occupational safety and insurance during
practical training must be defined in a clearer way  

Legal provisions must be simpler and easier to understand  

The criteria that must be met by a company to provide
training must be simplified     

Company-based training must be considerably longer 
(than this has been the case so far)   

Responsibilities of schools and companies 
must be regulated in a clearer way   

It is necessary to improve regulations on who issues a 
certificate of completed practical training and in which form    

Companies must have more freedom in terms of 
implementation of practical training, and the school/

teachers may not ''control'' them in relation to this   
% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                              I completely disagree
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The opinions of the respondents are extremely ho-
mogenous, i.e. there are no differences, irrespec-
tive of the fact whether these are Austrian or
Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies, small, me-
dium-sized or large companies, companies from
the production industry or some other sector
(trade, services, etc.). ALL companies therefore ba-
sically want the same reform programme.
If company-based training in Bosnia and Herzego-
vina could take place in an environment structured
in such a way, 75% of respondents would provide
practical training. As a result, there would be
around 800 additional jobs per year at all these
companies. At the same time, such a large number
of positive answers points to a great potential, but
also to the necessity of comprehensive/far-reac-
hing reforms.

4.5 Reform option ''apprentice 
training''

A final set of question relating explicitly to reform
options regarding apprentice training (e.g. based on
the Austrian system) was created in order to assess
the scope/depth of the need for reforms in the opi-
nion of companies.
The result basically reflects the necessary reforms
from company perspective, as also stated in the
previous chapter: this in a way stresses the depth of
necessary reforms (please see chart 11).
In case of apprentice training based on a model si-
milar to the ''Austrian model'', around 80% of re-
spondents would be willing to provide apprentice
training. On the one hand, this points to a great in-
terest of companies in actively implementing initial

vocational education themselves, i.e. in taking over
meaningful education components. On the other
hand, it points out the importance of reform pro-
grammes. It is not about ''copy-pasting'' the entire
German, Austrian or Swiss apprenticeship system,
but rather about acknowledging basic components
(such as the duration, places of learning, roles, re-
sponsibilities, etc.) of dual systems of these coun-
tries and their adaptation, as well as independent
concepts for and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, i.e. in
compliance with the characteristics and framework
conditions of the country. In doing so, the possibility
of companies to independently select students for
practical training is certainly of crucial importance. 
A series of questions also explicitly relate to poten-
tial difficulties of such a reform programme. Most
companies are essentially willing to pay remunera-
tions to apprentices, however, many of them expect
financial support from the state. A certainly more
important question is how obviously great specific
needs of companies in terms of content-related
support could be met when introducing and imple-
menting company-based training. Who would be
competent/responsible for it? Who has the capacity
and competences and in what way should such
content-related support be provided/have to be pro-
vided? Another challenge from the perspective of
companies would certainly also be the issue of fin-
ding a sufficient number of qualified workers at
companies, who would be interested in being men-
tors/trainers and their adequate qualification for
this task. There are also some reservations/doubts
as to whether there would be a sufficient number of
''good'' students who already have certain qualifi-
cations and are motivated.  
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A detailed analysis has shown that companies have
extremely homogenous views about this issue, ir-
respective of the fact whether these are Austrian or
Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies, smaller,
medium-sized or large companies, companies that
engage in production or belong to other sectors

(trade, services, etc.). ALL companies therefore
have a very positive attitude to medium-term/long-
term reform options of establishing an apprentice
training system, which is generally similar to the
one in Austria, Germany or Switzerland.

24 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Chart 11: Reform option ''apprentice training''

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: *Training guidelines, assistance with the selection, qualification offers related to trainers/mentors, teaching 
materials for students, etc. 

It would be possible to introduce apprentice training in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina as a medium-term solution (in compliance with the 
''Austrian model''). What do you think about this reform option?

The introduction of apprentice training/a significant 
expansion of company-based practical training would be

an important and necessary additional development 
step for vocational education in Bosnia and Herzegovina

The company would in any case have to be able to 
select ''apprentices''

If there were such ''apprentice training'', we would also
provide apprentice training 

We would need assistance in relation to the content in
order to introduce such training as a ''company 

providing training''

In general, we would be willing to also pay a 
remuneration to apprentices  

For us it would certainly be a challenge to find a 
sufficient number of qualified workers at our company
that would be adequate mentors/trainers or would be

willing to assume this task         

It will probably be difficult to find ''good'' candidates 
that apply for training as students/apprentices 

(motivation, interest, basic knowledge)  

We would provide apprentice training only if the 
government of Bosnia and Herzegovina offered tax 

reliefs or direct incentives  

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                              I completely disagree 
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T he company survey has shown that, in the
opinion of companies, there is a significant
need for reforms, in order for the ''eco-
nomy'' to be ready, i.e. in order for compa-

nies to be able to engage (more) in initial vocational
education, and especially in order to provide prac-
tical training and work-based learning opportuni-
ties (alternance).
This basic view also results from a series of dis-
cussions with actors in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(schools, companies, chambers, ministries). The
author of the report was able to attend around a
dozen of such round table discussions in the period
fall/winter of 2017, which gathered stakeholders
from the whole country (these round tables were
held in Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar). The ex-
ternal perspective shows that…
… initial vocational education in various parts of Bo-
snia and Herzegovina has very different forms, in
part independently from legal framework condi-
tions.
… work-based learning is implemented in various
ways – however, the actors frequently lack a com-
mon vision/understanding of goals related to va-
rious formats. In addition to this, there are
frequently no legal regulations, they are imprecise
or they even differ in different parts of the country.
… the impact and involvement of social partners dif-
fer to a great degree in different parts of the coun-
try, and they are frequently insufficient.
… the roles and responsibilities (especially in case
of schools and companies) are imprecise. This
eventually also relates to unclarities regarding the
criteria that companies have to meet in order to
provide training.
… there is a pronounced lack of trust among the ac-
tors, which makes open discussions about existing
problems more difficult/impossible (e.g. practical
training that is not in compliance with the educa-
tion purposes/''exploitation'' of students during
practical training or lack of willingness of schools
to provide support to companies providing training).

Also, there is insufficient awareness from multiple
points of view about the fact that schools and com-
panies certainly have justified different interests
and expectations related to benefits of work-based
learning.
… the basic structure of work-based learning in-
sufficiently incorporates companies’ possibilities
and needs for flexibility (e.g. lack of possibilities for
(co)decision about the students that will be ''ac-
cepted'' for practical training, content and time of
training components implemented at the company,
too strict supervision by school coordinators).
... schools are frequently the ones that mostly make
decisions about the scope and content of work-
based learning (based on their own interest).
... there are no public support structures for com-
panies interested in providing training.  
From an external perspective, it is possible to de-
duct certain options for action as regards the man-
ner in which the cooperation between schools and
companies – and especially work-based learning –
might be improved in the future. The key issues
would therefore be the following ones8: 
� Explanations regarding the formats of work-

based learning in terms of their goals, structural
forms and roles and responsibilities of schools
and companies.

� Defining obligatory minimum standards/criteria
for companies that provide training

� Structuring training components at companies
while at the same time considering legitimate
entrepreneurial cost-benefit analyses, the need
for flexibility and student training quality assu-
rance

� Introducing public sector support structures and
instruments for companies in order to improve
their competences for implementing high-qua-
lity work-based learning

� Establishment/expansion of school competences
and update of expertise of teachers regarding
theoretical and practical learning

� Defining framework conditions for cooperation

Recommendations for action for the 
purpose of strengthening work-based 
learning   

8 For the purpose of an ovierview and discussion about fundamental ''success factors'' for introducing work-based learning, please see Bliem W., Schmid K., Peta-
novitsch A. (2014): Erfolgsfaktoren der dualen Ausbildung. Transfermöglichkeiten. (Success Factors of Dual Education. Possibilities for their Transfer.). ibw research
report number 177, Vienna
German language version: https://www.ibw.at/resource/download/289/ibw-forschungsbericht-177.pdf
English language version: https://www.ibw.at/bibliothek/id/258/ 
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formats between schools and companies, such
as practical training contract templates or dona-
tion templates

� Inclusion of institutional actors, such as the as-
sociation of employers, in the process of vocatio-
nal education management in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Development of a relevant exper-
tise at these organisations in relation to vocatio-
nal education

� Last, but not least, regulations and administrative
procedures should be standardised throughout the
country in order to guarantee tra nsparency of ac-
cess to and quality of work-based learning both for
students and companies.
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Chart 12: Company structure by sectors  
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Appendix I: Company survey details 

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: Only those companies that completed the whole questionnaire (n=91). 

Production of goods /material assets

Trade

Construction industry

Provision of financial and insurance services  

Transport and warehousing

Provision of freelance professional services, 
scientific and technical services  

Hotel and restaurant industry

Provision of other business services

Information and communication

Motor vehicle maintenance and repair 

Land and real estate

Mining 

Energy

In which sector/sectors does your company operate?

% % % % % %
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Appendix II: Questionnaire  

QUESTIONNAIRE
Cooperation with vocational schools | Company-based training  

In which sector/sectors does your company operate? (multiple answers are possible)

Mining 

Production of goods/material assets

Energy

Water supply, sewerage, waste disposal and environmental remediation activities 

Construction industry

Trade

Motor vehicle maintenance and repair 

Transport and warehousing

Hotel and restaurant industry

Information and communication

Provision of financial and insurance services   

Land and real estate

Provision of freelance professional services, scientific and technical services 

Provision of other business services 

Other sectors:

Specific sector: ........................................................................................................................................................

F1a

F1 b
What is the key business activity of your company in Bosnia and Herzegovina? (only one answer is possible)

Trade

Production

Sourcing/procurement

Advisory services/services

Other: .....................................................................................................................................................
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F4 Has your company already accepted students from vocational schools? Or does your company 
already cooperate with vocational schools in some other format?   

If your answer is affirmative, to what extent are you satisfied with the cooperation?    
(1 = very satisfied to 5 = completely dissatisfied)

If your answer is negative, would you in general be interested in cooperation?
(1 = very interested to 5 = completely uninterested)

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 29

F2
How many employees does your company currently have in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
(only one answer is possible)

1-9

10-19

20-49

50-249

more than 250

In which city/region does your company have its seat or branch office? 
(multiple answers are possible)

Sarajevo

Banja Luka

Mostar

Brčko District

Other city/region: ......................................

F3

First of all, we would like to know whether you already cooperate
with vocational schools or whether you would be interested 
in cooperating with them.    
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Cooperation
Existing cooperation?
Level of satisfaction

Interest in 
cooperation in

future?
Open door days/hours, professional practice
days, career guidance: students can get 
acquainted with the daily work routine, activities
and professions at our company   

Voluntary internship (there are no regulations)

Practical training at the company/specialist
training (during the school year or holidays; the
scope and content are defined in the 
curriculum)

Partnerships with schools (training company,
etc.)

Infrastructure donations: the company provides
machinery/material for school workshops  

Regular money donations  

Students can do various exercises, final and 
seminar papers related to your company   

Exchange of information with teachers regarding
current trends in the profession  

Qualified workers of the company teach at
schools  

Our company is represented at the school 
management/board/body  

Other cooperation formats? Please indicate:

...........................................................................

Other cooperation formats? Please indicate:

............................................................................

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5
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F4a You stated that you already have an existing cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are in your opinion the greatest challenges of such cooperation? 

(1 = very big challenges to 5 = without any problems at all)

F4b You stated that you were interested in cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are in your opinion probably the greatest challenges when it comes to cooperation with vocational
schools?
(1 = very big challenges to 5 = without any problems at all)

F7 Irrespective of the fact whether you already had specific experiences with practical training or not: What
should practical training in general be like in order for a higher number of companies to provide practical
training?
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If in F4 you indicated an existing cooperation:

If an existing cooperation was not indicated in F4, and if interest was expressed for at least
one cooperation format:

Challenges
Importance

(1 to 5)

Difficulties to even find schools interested in cooperation  

Lack of sustainability of cooperation, given the fact that it is largely based on the 
initiative and engagement of individuals  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Lack of knowledge of students  

Unclarity/uncertainty regarding legal aspects/responsibilities related to the 
cooperation  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations  

Lack of support of the public sector  

Incorporation of cooperation (in case of practical training at the company, company visit,
etc.) in the work process at the company

Investments related to human resources/financial resources of the company  

Other challenges: ............................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

We would now like to focus on your experiences regarding 
practical training of students from vocational schools 
(i.e. not higher education students).  
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F5 Has your company already had experiences with students from vocational schools?

If F5 = YES, now: F6a Why are you providing practical training?
If F5 = YES, but only previously: F6a Why were you providing practical training?

(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)

We kindly ask you to give answers only in relation to those practical trainings that students from
vocational schools must/should participate in, as well as practical training, the scope and content
of which are defined in the curriculum (such as obligatory internships or practical training at the
company during the school year).    

YES, we currently have students doing practical training (please continue with F6a)

YES, we used to have students doing practical training, however, this is currently not the case 
(please continue with F6a, and then also F6b&F6c)

NO, we have never had students doing practical training (please continue with F6c)

I don’t know (please continue with F7)

Reasons Grade
(1 to 5)

Students are an instrument for meeting the needs of the company for qualified 
workers 

They reduce the risk of hiring wrong candidates  

They increase the level of prominence of the company within the target group of 
candidates   

We would like to offer interested young persons an insight into daily work routine and 
professions  

We would like to give a chance to interested young persons to acquire their first work 
experiences  

Students that do practical training support the work in a flexible manner

Students doing practical training help solve a specific problem  

Students doing practical training bring new know-how and new ideas to the company  

Students doing practical training are a manner of entering into contact with 
vocational schools  

We consciously wish to give an opportunity to young persons  

Other/additional reasons:
...........................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)
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F6b Scope of practical training of students at the company:
Obligatory internship: 
... number of weeks during holidays  
Practical training at the company during school year:
... number of days per week or 
... number of weeks per semester 

If F5 = NO: F6c Why are you currently not providing practical training?

(Categories of answers are identical as in case of F6a)

Reasons why your company is not providing practical training Grade
(1 to 5)

The added value of practical training is too small/non-existent for the company

The inclusion of students in the daily work routine is too difficult/complicated  

The necessary vocational education is (still) not available  

The time and/or financial resources to be invested in practical training are too high    

Bureaucratic barriers are too big  

The cooperation with the school is too complicated/complex 

The motivation/engagement of students is insufficient  

The knowledge of students is insufficient  

The company has only partial/has no information about legal and organisational 
framework conditions for providing practical training         

We do not need qualified workers, so that we are not interested in providing practical
training to students   

Other/additional reasons:
..........................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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Reform options Grade
(1 to 5)

Company-based training must be considerably longer (than this has been the case
so far)

The company must have the possibility to choose students for practical training on
its own

The content of practical trainings must correspond to a larger extent to qualification
needs of companies  

The time of practical training must be adapted to time-related requirements of the
company in a flexible manner (practical training that lasts for several days per week
or in block teaching per semester)

Companies must have more freedom in terms of implementation of practical training
and the school/teachers may not  ''control'' them in relation to this

Curricula must to a larger extent be based on specific professions, and less on wide
education fields  

Regulations defining who issues the certificate of practical training and in which
form must be improved  

Legal provisions must be simpler and easier to understand 

Responsibilities of the school and company must be regulated in a clearer way  

Regulations on occupational safety and insurance during practical training must be
defined in a clearer way

The criteria that must be met by a company to provide training must be simplified

Companies need support in finding students for practical training (e.g. online stock
exchange, career guidance, education fairs)

Companies must be supported through specific measures in terms of how 
practical training should be conducted (training guidelines, assistance in selection, 
qualifications for trainers/mentors, teaching materials for students, etc.)  

There have to be public incentives for companies that provide practical training  

Other/additional reform options that are absolutely necessary: 
.............................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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F8 Would your company be willing to offer (more) practical training positions under the above conditions?  

F8b In case of which profession/professional field would your company be interested in providing practical
training for students? How many students would that approximately be per year?  

Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______

F9 Medium-term reform options could also include the introduction of apprentice training in Bosnia and
Herzegovina (similarly to the Austrian model), or the time spent doing practical training at the company
within the existing practical training might be extended in such a way that at least half of the training takes
place at the company. What is your opinion on these reform options?

(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)

YES                        I am not sure                                  NO (please continue with F9)� �

''Apprentice training'': Is this a necessary medium-term reform option?

Reform options ''apprentice training'' Grade
(1 to 5)

The introduction of apprentice training/significant expansion of company based 
practical training would be an important and necessary development step for 
vocational education in Bosnia and Herzegovina  

If there were such ''apprentice training'', we would also provide apprentice training 

The company would in any case have to be able to select ''apprentices''

For us it would certainly be a challenge to find a sufficient number of qualified 
workers at our company that would be adequate mentors/trainers or would be willing
to assume this task  

In general, we would be willing to also pay a remuneration to apprentices  

It will probably be difficult to find ''good'' candidates that apply for training as 
students/apprentices (motivation, interest, basic knowledge, etc.)

We would need assistance in relation to the content in order to introduce such training
as a company providing training     

We would provide apprentice training only if the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina
offered tax reliefs or direct incentives 

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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Would you like to receive the key findings of this survey and the manual by e-mail?  

No

Yes, please send them to (e-mail address): .....................................................................................

Would you like to continue participating in the discussion about reform options in vocational education?  

No

Yes, please send them to (e-mail address): ......................................................................................

36 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Thank you very much for taking the time to participate in our survey. Over the coming
weeks, we will analyse the data we gathered in order to see your opinion as to the direction
in which our support to the process of reforms in vocational education in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina should/would have to go.
In addition to this, we are working on a manual – so that in it you will obtain information 
on possibilities for regional cooperation with vocational schools.  
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Initial vocational education in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina takes place exclusively in a school en-
vironment – at various vocational schools.
Students do have the possibility to try practical

training at companies and/or school workshops
and acquire skills. However, when it comes to the
scope, depth and quality, these options – and in par-
ticular work-based learning – are frequently mar-
ginal and insufficient to achieve meaningful
learning outcomes. There are multiple reasons for
limited results, especially in case of work-based
learning. A series of reasons certainly lies in the
basic possibilities and the regulatory framework
that companies have at their disposal in order to
offer and implement work-based learning. In addi-
tion to this, companies have only limited experien-
ces in relation to the manner in which such a
learning format should be implemented in terms of
quality and what benefits a company has/can have.

This raises the question as to how individual for-
mats of work-based learning (summer internship,
alternance) can be improved in order for a larger
number of companies to participate in them. In ad-
dition to this, there are interesting additional forms
of cooperation between companies and schools. In
order to obtain relevant information, an online com-
pany survey was conducted in the last quarter of
2017 (Austrian companies operating in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Bosnian and Herzegovinian com-
panies). 1

The key company survey findings are
as follows:

The cooperation between companies and schools
takes place in different formats – mostly one or
more of the following formats are implemented:
company visits (in order to make the students
acquainted and inform them about the world of
work/business world), alternance (1-3 days per
week of work-based learning at a company and

obligatory practical training), exercises, final and
seminar papers related to the company, as well as
voluntary summer internships, which take place
somewhat less frequently. Other forms of partne-
rships, such as infrastructure/money donations,
presence of company representatives in school bo-
dies, part-time employment of teachers, are less
frequent.

It should be considered that the satisfaction is fre-
quently low specifically in case of the experience-
based cooperation format, or work-based format,
which is of great importance for the vocational edu-
cation system (internship and alternance): only half
of the companies are very satisfied or mostly satis-
fied with it.

Three out of four companies have had no coopera-
tion with schools so far, but are interested in it, pri-
marily in work-based formats (summer internship
and alternance) and in career guidance activities
(company visits). A work-based learning potential
therefore exists and can be increased.

Companies that are already cooperating with
schools consistently assess challenges related with
this issue as much smaller than companies that
have no experience with this cooperation format.
However, all companies stress that the greatest
challenge is a lack of support by public institu-
tions. A lack of sustainability of cooperation and ex-
cessively complex/bureaucratic regulations are
also stressed as particular obstacles.

It is obviously necessary to overcome great obstac-
les in order to encourage companies that have had
no cooperation with schools so far to enter into a
specific engagement. However, on a positive note,
companies expect the least difficulties regarding
their human resources/financial expenditures and
the inclusion of students in their production pro-
cess (e.g. alternance or practical training).

4 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Executive Summary  

1The survey was available in two language versions (with identical contents), a German and Bosnian language version. Around 100 companies participated in the sur-
vey. The survey is not representative in strict statistical terms – the sample contains a disproportionatelly high number of companies from the area of Sarajevo, Au-
strian companies (40% in comparison to 60% Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies), mostly medium and large companies, as well as a disproportionatelly high
number of companies from the production sector. In spite of this, very similar answers were given to most questions (so that the survey should mostly accurately
reflect the experiences and interests of companies related to ''practical training at companies'' and ''cooperation with vocational schools'' in general. 
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Components of work-based initial vocational edu-
cation in Bosnia and Herzegovina depend to a much
larger degree on the social interests of companies
to provide support to young persons than on their
own considerations related to investments/bene-
fits for the company.  This is also demonstrated by
the answers to questions related to reasons for
companies to provide training opportunities.   

The reasons why certain companies have not yet
had any students in the framework of alternance
are also interesting. It is obvious that it is of crucial
importance that…
… these companies do not really recognise the
added value of company-based training.
… that there is too little information about legal and
organisational framework conditions, or that the
bureaucratic burden is too big/seems too big.
… that vocational education needed/requested by
companies is not sufficiently available, that curri-
cula are ''obsolete'' and/or there are professions
that would be interesting for companies, but there
are no school curricula and vocational education
programmes.

This points to a great need for systemic reforms
from the perspective of companies. Companies
have very frequently and firmly mentioned reform
programmes: more opportunities for companies to
participate in decision making and support in the
selection of students for practical training, better
adapted educational content and qualification
needs of companies, a longer period of training at
companies and flexibility in terms of time schedule
of trainings, simplified and clearer legal provisions
(in particular in relation to occupational safety and
insurance-related aspects, division of roles and re-
sponsibilities between the school and company
where the training takes place, and, last but not
least, better support of public institutions for com-
panies providing training).

The reform programme is obviously comprehensive
and challenging. For this reason, only marginal
adaptations of the existing systematic environment
will not be sufficient for a significantly increased
participation of companies in the initial vocational
education than this has been the case so far –
especially when it comes to taking over specific
educational components. This is also shown by the
final section of questions about the medium-
term/long-term reform option of ''apprentice trai-
ning'' (similarly to the one in Austria, Germany or
Switzerland), in relation to which companies have

a very positive attitude.   

Based on such company survey findings and seve-
ral discussions during round tables organised on
site with stakeholders from Bosnia and Herzego-
vina (schools, companies, chambers, ministries), it
is possible to define certain key recommendations
for action for the purpose of improving framework
conditions for work-based learning:

� Explanation of work-based formats regarding
their goals, structure, as well as roles and re-
sponsibilities of schools and companies provi-
ding training    

� Defining obligatory minimum standards/criteria
for companies providing training  

� Designing company training components in com-
pliance with legitimate entrepreneurial cost-be-
nefit analyses, needs for flexibility and education
quality assurance for students   

� Establishment of support structures by public in-
stitutions and instruments for companies for the
purpose of promoting their competences for
high-quality implementation of work-based lear-
ning            

� Building/expanding of school competences and
brushing up the expert knowledge of teachers
regarding theoretical and practical learning  

� Definition of framework conditions for coopera-
tion formats between schools and companies,
e.g. contract templates for practical tra i ning and
donations    

� Inclusion of institutional actors such as repre-
sentatives of employers in the process of voca-
tional education management in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and ensuring adequate expert
knowledge on vocational education at these in-
stitutions   

� Last, but not least, criteria, regulations and ad-
ministrative procedures should be standardised
throughout the country, if possible, in order to
guarantee the transparency of the access to and
quality of work-based learning for students and
companies.     

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 5

2 In countries with established systems of dual education/apprenticeship, such as Austria, Germany or Switzerland, the interests of companies play a key role in their
engagement, as opposed to those in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Companies train young qualified personnel (in the form of apprenticeship) primarily in order to en-
sure the next generation of their own qualified personnel.    
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T he present report contains the findings of
the online company survey regarding their
experiences related to the ''cooperation
with vocational schools'' and ''practical

training at companies'' (as voluntary summer in-
ternship and/or alternance). The survey also expli-
citly included reform questions/aspects related to
the vocational education system in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina that are necessary in the opinion of entre-
preneurs, in particular those that would be
necessary for an increased participation of compa-
nies in initial vocational education (work-based
learning).    

The issue of an increased participation of compa-
nies in the initial vocational education can be ana-
lysed only in the context of the existing system for
the acquisition of professional qualifications in Bo-
snia and Herzegovina: The initial vocational educa-
tion namely currently takes place exclusively and
fully at schools (various vocational schools).3 Alt-
hough students of these schools have the possibi-
lity to participate in practical training at companies
and/or school workshops, the scope, depth and
quality of such options (especially of work-based
learning) are frequently marginal and insufficient
for achieving meaningful learning outcomes. In ad-
dition to this, such practices or alternating formats
(alternance) are actually foreseen only in case of
three-year vocational schools, and not in case of
four-year technical schools.4

Based on the findings of the company survey and
round table discussions held with stakeholders
from Bosnia and Herzegovina (schools, compa-
nies, chambers and ministries), recommendations
on courses of action were made in fall/winter of
2017, which should ensure a higher engagement of
companies, improved cooperation between compa-
nies and schools and better quality of vocational
education in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The following terms were used for work-based
learning:
Practical training throughout the year: These are
those parts of obligatory practical training that
takes place at companies and are foreseen in the
curriculum.   
Voluntary summer internship: The curriculum
does not contain any provisions in this respect. In-
ternships take place during summer holidays, and
students search for internship positions at their
own initiative. Schools do not have a supervisory
function.   

6 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Initial situation and project goals 

3 There is a common basic structure of the educational system, irrespective of the political and administrative division (education is mostly the competence of the
entities, Republika Srpska (RS) and Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FB&H) – the latter is divided into ten cantons, which have their competences in culture
and education) throughout the country:
� Eight-year or nine-year primary education 
� Ensuing secondary education with...  
... four-year general education schools  
... three-year vocational schools   
... four-year technical secondary schools.   
In addition to this, there are numerous one-year or two-year vocational education programmes. Education is obligatory up to the ninth grade. Four-year technical
schools give access to higher education institutions, but three-year vocational schools also grant such access, given the fact that the access to higher education in-
stitutions is primarily regulated though an entrance exam. A legal regulation that is of particular relevance from the reform perspective is the so-called ''30% auto-
nomy clause/regulation'': The school management can independently decide on 30% of teaching content/schedule as part of the school autonomy. Any wishes for
changes that exceed this framework must be approved by pedagogical institutes. In case of their approval, they are applicable to the whole region. As a result,
schools already have a general possibility to autonomously decide on an important set of teaching content and time. This opens up space for expanding and deepe-
ning the cooperation with companies, such as more extensive practical trainings at companies. Such a legal background, among other things, explains/makes pos-
sible heterogeneous practices at companies in terms of practical training duration and content.
4 In case of alternance, learning alternates between the school and company during practical training (usually 1/2/3 days per week at the company; and the num-
ber of days increases at higher grades). The (general) scope and content of professional and practical training are defined by the curriculum and they are obligatory.
The curriculum provides for the possibility of conducting part of the education at companies in the form of work-based learning (''practical training at companies'').
On the one hand, the scope and content of the training conducted at a specific company in the form of practical training (''practical training at companies'') depends
on the availability of positions and possibilities for training at companies. However, on the other hand they also depend on the interest of the school itself, which de-
cides to what extent practical training should even take place outside its workshops.
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T he survey was conducted online in the pe-
riod from mid-October to mid-December
2017. The Austrian Foreign Trade Chamber,
Advantage Austria (Regional Office in Sara-

jevo) sent an e-mail to Austrian companies opera-
ting in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Foreign Trade
Chamber of Bosnia and Herzegovina assumed the
task of contacting Bosnian and Herzegovinian com-
panies. Two language versions were available, a
German and a Bosnian one (which were identical in
terms of content).    

Survey participation: 
Following several e-mails that were sent as remin-
ders to fill out the survey, 217 companies participa-
ted in the survey, and 91 of them filled in the whole
questionnaire, so that it was possible to analyse
their statements (please see chart 1).

Chart 1: Survey participation

Characteristics of companies that
participated in the survey and survey
representativeness  

A more detailed analysis of characteristics of com-
panies that participated in the survey (please see
chart 2) indicates that there was a great variety in
terms of region, company size and activity/business
sector 5, however, the survey is not representative
in strictly statistical terms. The sample contains a
disproportionately high number of companies from
the area of Sarajevo (57%), Austrian companies
(40% versus 60% of Bosnian and Herzegovinian
companies), mostly medium-sized and large com-
panies, as well as around 40% of companies from
the production industry.   

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 7

Survey design, participation, 
representativeness    

5 The sector structure is given in chart 3 in attachment I.   

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017

Partial answers Complete answers Answers in total

Survey participation

126

91

217
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Chart 2: Characteristics of the net sample 
(complete answers)

8 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: Only those companies that completed the whole questionnaire (n=91)

What is the main activity of your company in Bosnia and Herzegovina?

Production

Consultancy/services

Trade

Other

Sourcing/procurement

41%

27%

17%

15%

0%

19%

15%

11%

28%

27%

57%

42%

16%

16%

10%

How many employees does your company currently have in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina?

In which of the following cities/regions does your company 
have its seat or branch office?

1-9

10-19

20-49

50-249

More than 250

Sarajevo

Other

Mostar

Banja Luka

Brčko District

% % % % % %

% % % % % %

% % % % % %
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However, given the fact that the answers of com-
panies were mostly very homogenous, the men-
tioned distortions are not really problematic in
terms of their content, i.e. irrespective of company
ownership (Austrian versus Bosnian and Herzego-
vinian companies), their regional position6, their
size7, their experience in work-based learning so
far, as well as their cooperation with vocational
schools, companies provided very similar answers
to most of the questions.   

Survey findings would therefore have been only
slightly different had there been a representative
sample. The statements can therefore be assessed

as very valid, and it can be said that the experiences
and interests of companies regarding company
training and cooperation with vocational schools in
general are well reflected in the survey.

Different perspectives are present only in those
cases when distinction is made between companies
that already have experiences in cooperation and
companies that have not had any such experiences,
and in particular in relation to work-based learning
(in the form of an internship or alternance). As
could have been expected, in case of reasons for
providing training and perceived and expected chal-
lenges, there were great differences.

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 9

6The political competence for (vocational) education in Bosnia and Herzegovina is largely decentralised: The two entities, Republika Srpska (RS) and Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (FB&H) are thus largely competent for culture and education – the latter is divided into ten cantons, and every canton is competent for its
own sector of culture and education. In addition to this, there is also Brčko District, which has its own competences. A typical fact of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but
also of most countries of Southeast Europe or successor states of Yugoslavia, is a lack of apprentice training similar to the Austrian, German or Swiss model. In the
former Yugoslavia, there was a certain form of dual education: The three-year and four-year education programmes provided for obligatory practical training at com-
panies. Such practical training had to frequently be offered by companies. During the war and the process of transformation, this obligation disappeared. On the other
hand, companies practically fully withdrew from this form of cooperation in education. The acquisition of qualifications in vocational education therefore currently
takes place exclusively in the school environment (at various vocational schools). The students of these schools have the possibility to do practical training at com-
panies (internships and/or alternance) or school workshops. However, these options are present to a meaningful extent only in case of three-year vocational schools,
but they do not exist in case of four-year technical schools.
7 Only smaller companies have a somewhat higher tendency of agreeing with various sections of questions.   
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The fourth chapter presents the most impor-
tant company survey findings. All subse-
quent analyses and statements are based
on 91 questionnaires that have been fully

completed.

4.1 Cooperation experience and 
satisfaction 

At the beginning, companies were asked whether
they have already had or whether they have coope-
ration with vocational schools and what kind of coo-
peration. When interpreting this chart, one should
consider that the share values in terms of their size
do not constitute reliable values. If more of those
companies, which already have experience in coo-
perating with vocational schools, participated in the
survey, then all of the stated shares in the chart
would be too high, and in a contrary case, they
would be too low. There are no official empirical fin-
dings regarding the form of cooperation between
companies and vocational schools. It is therefore
impossible to verify the values of shares resulting
from this survey, and consequently also impossible
to make statements about the real extent of coo-
peration based on the survey.

However, the structure of these cooperation for-
mats should be well presented based on the survey.
Chart 3 thus shows surprisingly wide-ranging coo-
peration positions and formats entered into by re-
spondents and vocational schools.

Around 40% of companies almost equally often sta-
ted both individual days for company visits (such as
open door days, career guidance days, company vi-
sits) and practical learning and acquisition of expe-
rience at companies in the form of alternating
educational programmes or obligatory practical
training at companies. Every third company also
stated that students could do exercises, final and
seminar papers related to the company.

Every fourth company has already had a student
doing a voluntary internship. A similar number of
companies have a regular exchange of opinions
with teachers regarding developments in their pro-
fession and/or have entered into partnerships with

schools (e.g. training companies).

As opposed to this, other forms of partnerships are
less present: infrastructure/money donations, ex-
pert personnel from companies teaching at
schools, or teachers who work (part time) at com-
panies, as well as company representatives/parti-
cipation of companies at school bodies.

The sum of multiple statements of 230% points to
the fact that numerous companies do not only have
one form of cooperation with schools, but that they
have several (''parallel'') cooperation formats with
schools. However, it is not possible to find specific
concentrations, so that cooperation formats of a
certain company probably do not depend only on its
own preferences and possibilities, but also on the
willingness of schools to enter into certain types of
cooperation.   

10 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Company survey findings    
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Chart 3: Cooperation experiences so far  

To what extent are companies satisfied with these
cooperation formats? Companies could express
their opinion on a scale from 1 to 5 (very satisfied
to completely dissatisfied). However, the results
are alarming (please see chart 4): Specifically,

those cooperation formats that ensure the acqui-
sition of experience or work-based learning (in-
ternships/practical trainings at companies and
alternance) that are crucial for vocational educa-
tion have a low score in the comparison. Only

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 11

Has your company already accepted students from vocational schools
for practical training? Or does your company already have some other 

cooperation formats with vocational schools?

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017 (n=91)

Open door days/hours, professional practice
days, career guidance days: Students have an

opportunity to become acquainted with the daily
work routine, activities and professions 

of our company     

Practical training/internships (during school
year or holidays; the extent and content are

defined in the curriculum)

Students can do various exercises, final and
seminar papers related to your company  

Partnerships with schools (training
company, etc.)   

Exchange of information regarding current 
developments in their profession   

Voluntary internships (there are no 
regulations)   

Qualified employees of the company 
teach at the school  

Infrastructure donations: company provides 
machinery/materials for school workshops   

Regular money donations   

Teachers work part time at the company   

Our  company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body  

43%

41%

36%

25%

24%

24%

12%

11%

5%

4%

3%

Share of companies with experiences, multiple statements  

% % % % % %
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around half of the companies are very satisfied or
mostly satisfied with them – however, many com-
panies are satisfied only to a lesser extent or
completely dissatisfied. We can only hope that this
will have no negative consequences on the latter
regarding their further engagement in coopera-
tion.
It is evident that the highest satisfaction was fre-

quently expressed in case of those cooperation for-
mats that only few companies and schools enga-
ged in, namely ''cooperation for the purpose of
learning/work'' of teachers or qualified workers or
relevant partners and money donations. It is also
interesting that the satisfaction of those companies
that made infrastructure donations to schools is re-
latively low.

12 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H

Chart 4: Cooperation satisfaction

To what extent are you satisfied with this cooperation?

Teachers work part time at our company  

Regular money donations

Qualified workers of the company teach at schools  

Students can do various exercises, final and seminar
papers in relation to your company  

Exchange of information with teachers regarding 
current developments in their profession   

Our company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body   

Partnerships with schools (training company, etc.)   

Open door days/hours, professional practice days, 
career guidance days 

Practical training at the company 

Voluntary internship (there are no regulations)   

Infrastructure donations: the company provides 
machinery/materials for school workshops  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

% % % % % %

Very satisfied                                                                  Completely dissatisfied 
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4.2 Interest in future cooperation
formats with vocational schools   

Companies were also asked whether they were gene-
rally interested in cooperation with vocational schools,
if they did not have any such cooperation so far. A so-
mewhat positive result (please see chart 5) is the fact
that there is a great interest, especially in case of those
cooperation formats that aim at the acquisition of ex-

perience or work-based learning (specialist/summer
internship and alternance) as well as career guidance
and open days for the purpose of learning about daily
work routine at companies/working reality, which is of
crucial importance for the vocational education sy-
stem. Only one fourth of companies can even imagine
a certain cooperation format. As opposed to this, as
many as two thirds of respondents are interested in
cooperation, although many of them obviously also
have certain reservations.

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 13

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Chart 5: Basic interest in cooperation  

Only those companies that have not had any cooperation so far   

Are you generally interested in cooperation?

Practical training at the company

Voluntary internship (there are no rules)  

Open door hours/days, professional practice
days, career guidance 

Partnerships with schools (training company, etc.)  

Exchange of information with teachers regarding the
current developments in their profession   

Regular money donations

Our company is represented at the school 
management/committee/body  

Infrastructure donations: the company provides 
machinery/material for school workshops  

Qualified staff of the company teaches at schools  

Students can do various exercises, final and seminar 
papers related to your company   

Teachers work part time at our company   

% % % % % %

Completely uninterested Very interested                                                                                       
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It may therefore be assumed that there is generally
a great potential when it comes to the participation
of companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina in work-
based learning. Further below, there is a section on
improvements of framework conditions and poten-
tial further activities (information, support) needed
for this.

There is generally a low interest in almost all other
potential cooperation forms. That is noteworthy
also because specifically these formats, as pre-
viously stated, are frequently related to the greatest
satisfaction of companies applying them. This can
also be interpreted in such a manner that more in-
formation and awareness raising activities in rela-
tion to potential benefits of such cooperation
formats are needed.

What are then challenges for companies coopera-
ting with schools? If we compare statements of
companies that already have experiences in the
cooperation with experiences of companies that
have not cooperated with schools so far, there are
pronounced differences between these two groups
(please see chart 6).

In addition to this, companies that have already
cooperated with schools consistently assess chal-
lenges as considerably lower than companies wit-
hout such cooperation experiences.

Secondly, in case of both groups, it is obvious that
companies consider the lack of support from pu-
blic sector institutions to be the greatest challenge.
In the opinion of many of them, the lack of sustai-
nability of cooperation is also problematic, given the
fact that it is largely based on the initiative and en-
gagement of individuals. However, companies also
complain about too complex/bureaucratic regula-
tions.

Companies without any experience in cooperation
see considerable challenges related to almost all
mentioned aspects. A positive thing is the fact they
envision the least challenges in case of students’
interest. They also do not expect too many difficul-
ties for their companies in relation to human re-
sources/financial resources that need to be
invested and the inclusion in the production pro-
cess at the company (e.g. alternance or practical
training).

However, all other aspects were assessed as chal-
lenges. There are obviously great obstacles that
must be overcome if these companies are to be
motivated to engage in specific cooperation. Com-
panies that are already cooperating with schools,
might become pioneers/provide testimonials about
their experiences, given the fact that they have an
increasing trust when it comes to a realistic asses-
sment of the situation from the perspective of the
company.

14 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H
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Chart 6: Challenges related to the cooperation with schools from the perspective of companies   

Companies with experience in cooperation   

You stated that you have already cooperated with vocational schools. What are the
greatest cooperation-related challenges based on your experience?  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: For the purpose of easier comparison, the challenges for both charts were given in the same order 
(according to statements of companies with experience in cooperation)

Lack of support of public institutions  

Lack of sustainability of cooperation formats, given
the fact that they largely depend on the personal 

initiative and engagement of individuals  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations

Difficulties to find schools that would be 
interested in cooperation  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Investments in terms of human resources/financial
resources of companies   

Unclarity/uncertainty related to legal aspects/
responsibility in case of cooperation  

Lack of interest in case of students

Lack of expertise of teachers

Inclusion of cooperation in the work process 
at the company (in case of practical training, 

company visit, etc.)

% % % % % %

No problem at all   An extremely great challenge                                                                  
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Companies without experience in cooperation   

You stated that you were interested in cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are, in your opinion, the greatest challenges related to cooperation 

with vocational schools?

Lack of support of public institutions

Lack of sustainability of cooperation formats, given
the fact that they largely depend on the personal 

initiative and engagement of individuals  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations  

Difficulties to find schools that would be 
interested in cooperation 

Investments in terms of human resources/financial
resources of companies 

Unclarity/uncertainty related to legal aspects/
responsibility in case of cooperation 

Lack of interest in case of students

Lack of expertise of teachers  

Inclusion of cooperation in the work process 
at the company (in case of practical training, 

company visit, etc.)  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: For the purpose of easier comparison, the challenges for both charts were given in the same order
(according to statements of companies with experience in cooperation)

% % % % % %

An extremely great challenge                                                              No problem at all   
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4.3 Experiences with students from
vocational schools during practical
training     

After an overview of potential cooperation formats
between companies and vocational schools and
fundamental challenges in this field, the focus lies
on two cooperation formats between companies
and schools, which are probably the two most im-
portant formats for (dual) vocational education: al-
ternance and acquisition of experience in practical
training setting. It turned out that as many as half
of the respondents had such experiences with stu-
dents, whereas the other half of respondents has
not yet had any such experiences (please see chart
7).

4.3.1 Reasons for providing practical
training  

Companies that are currently providing practical
training or that provided practical training before,
answered the questions about their reasons to do

so (chart 8). The first reason is that ''they con-
sciously wanted to give young people a chance'',
which is the answer provided by 75% of companies
(68% of them stated that they ''fully agreed''!).
There are similarly high values in case of the an-
swer that the reason is the wish to make young
people acquainted with the world of work (''in order
for interested young people to acquire their first
work experiences'', as well as ''in order to enable
them to gain an insight in the daily work routine and
professions'').
Reasons related to companies’ own interest come
only second: the wish to attract students to the
company in order to meet their own need for qua-
lified workers (''a decreased risk of hiring wrong
candidates'' as well as ''a higher prominence of the
company in the region'').

Only a small number of companies stated specific
entrepreneurial reasons that are largely related to
the specific work of students, such as flexible sup-
port in their work, impulses/new knowledge, or
problem solving. The fact that 20-40% companies
nevertheless agreed with these aspects to a so-
mewhat less strong form is noteworthy.      

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 17

Has your company already had any experiences with students from 
vocational schools during practical training?   

YES, we currently have students
doing practical training  

YES, we used to have students
doing practical training, but this

is currently not the case   

NO, we have never had students
doing practical training

I don't know

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

31%

21%

45%

3%

Chart 7: Experiences with students during practical training    

% % % % %%
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Chart 8: Reasons for providing practical training positions   

Only companies that have already had students doing practical training   

What is (was) your reason to provide practical training?   

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017 

We consiously wish to provide an opportunity
to young persons  

We wish to enable interested young persons to
acquire their first work experience  

We wish to enable young persons to get an insight
into daily work routine and professions   

Students doing practical training support the 
work in a flexible manner    

Students doing practical training enable companies
to enter into contact with vocational schools   

Students doing practical training bring new 
know-how and new ideas to the company   

Students doing practical training help solve 
a specific problem  

Students doing practical  trainings are an 
instrument for their later recruitment in order 
to meet the needs of the company for qualified

workers. This decreases the risk of hiring
wrong candidates.     

Students doing practical  trainings are an 
instrument for their later recruitment in order to

meet the needs of the company for qualified
workers. They increase the prominence of

the company in the region.    

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                             I fully disagree
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If the structure of these statements is compared to
reasons stated by companies in countries such as
Austria, Germany or Switzerland when they accept
students for practical training, a great difference
may be perceived: in these countries, the key rea-
son for providing practical training is a company’s
own interest. They train young qualified workers (in
the form of apprenticeship) primarily in order to en-
sure their own new qualified workers. Many com-
panies also give young persons an insight in daily
work routine and enable them to acquire work ex-

perience – however, that is not the primary goal of
most companies.         
Components of work-based initial vocational edu-
cation in Bosnia and Herzegovina thus depend to a
much larger extent on the social interest of com-
panies to provide support to young persons than on
their wish to invest/achieve benefits for the com-
pany. As a result, tighter quantitative limits of par-
ticipation of the ''economy'' in initial vocational
education are drawn.   
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4.3.2 Reasons why companies have
not yet provided practical training      

There are obviously numerous reasons that result
in the fact that companies do not provide compo-
nents of initial practical training at companies
(whether internships or alternance) (please see
chart 9).   

It is obviously crucial that…   
... companies do not really recognise the added
value of company-based training.  
... there is too little information about legal and or-
ganisational framework conditions or that bureau-
cratic obstacles are too big/seem too big.   
… that vocational education needed/requested by
companies is not sufficiently available, that curri-

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Chart 9: Reasons why companies have not yet provided practical training   

Only those companies that have not yet provided practical training 

Why are you currently not providing practical training?

The added value of practical training is too 
small/non existent for the company   

The company has only partial/has no information about
legal and organisational framework conditions for 

providing practical training         

The knowledge of students is insufficient   

The necessary vocational education is 
(still) not available  

Bureaucratic barriers are too big   

The cooperation with the school is too 
complicated/complex     

We do not need qualified workers, so that we are not 
interested in providing practical training to students   

The motivation/engagement of students is insufficient 

The inclusion of students in daily work 
routine is too difficult/complex   

The time and/or financial resources to be invested in
practical training are too high    

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                                        I completely disagree
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cula are ''obsolete'' and/or there are professions
that would be interesting for companies, but there
are no school curricula and vocational education
programmes.

In addition to this, there are frequently pronounced
reservations regarding the knowledge of students
and willingness of schools to cooperate (especially
in terms of the extent to which such cooperation is
complicated and complex in reality).           
''The good news'' resulting from answers given by
companies is that there are small reservations re-
garding the engagement/motivation of students
and that many companies believe that practical
training at companies mostly can be integrated in
daily production routine, as well as that most com-
panies believe that the time and financial resour-
ces that need to be invested are entirely acceptable.

4.4 Basic requirements for the 
rganisation of company-based 
practical training    

Irrespective of the fact whether a certain company
already provided training to students or not, com-
panies were asked about the manner in which
practical training should be structured, so that a
larger number of companies would participate in
initial vocational education (by taking over compo-

nents to be implemented as part of company-based
training). The topic of systemic reform options/ne-
cessities was thus explicitly discussed.
The basic picture is clear: in case of all thematic
fields/reform options that were mentioned, there
was a high level of agreement (please see chart 10).
Companies thus expressed a great need for a sy-
stemic reform. It is obviously needed in order for a
larger number of companies to participate in initial
vocational education.
Reform programmes include all basic aspects:
greater possibilities for entrepreneurial action as
well as support in selecting students, improved
adaptation of education content to company needs
for certain qualifications, longer training at the
company as well as flexibility in terms of training
schedule, simpler and clearer legal regulations (in
particular in relation to occupational safety and in-
surance, distribution of roles and responsibilities
between the school and company that provides the
training, and last, but not least, better support for
companies providing training from public institu-
tions).
The reform programme is obviously comprehensive
and challenging. It will therefore not be sufficient
to only make small adaptations of the existing sy-
stem in order to for a significantly higher number of
companies to participate in initial vocational edu-
cation, and specifically to take over concrete edu-
cational components.
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Chart 10: Requirements for the organisation of practical training 

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  

Irrespective of the fact whether you already have specific experiences related to
company-based training or not: what should practical training be like in order 

for a larger number of companies to provide practical training?    

Companies need support in finding students (e.g. online
exchange, career guidance, education fairs)

Public incentives are needed for companies 
providing practical training  

Companies must be supported through specific measures
in terms of how practical training should be conducted*

Curricula must to a larger extent be based on specific 
professions, and less on wide education fields  

The time of practical training must be adapted to 
time-related requirements in a flexible manner (practical 

training that lasts for several days per week or in block
teaching per semester)

The educational content of practical trainings must 
correspond to a larger extent to qualification needs of 

companies than this has been the case so far       

The company must have the possibility to independently
choose students for practical training     

Regulations on occupational safety and insurance during
practical training must be defined in a clearer way  

Legal provisions must be simpler and easier to understand  

The criteria that must be met by a company to provide
training must be simplified     

Company-based training must be considerably longer 
(than this has been the case so far)   

Responsibilities of schools and companies 
must be regulated in a clearer way   

It is necessary to improve regulations on who issues a 
certificate of completed practical training and in which form    

Companies must have more freedom in terms of 
implementation of practical training, and the school/

teachers may not ''control'' them in relation to this   
% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                                   I completely disagree
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The opinions of the respondents are extremely ho-
mogenous, i.e. there are no differences, irrespec-
tive of the fact whether these are Austrian or
Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies, small, me-
dium-sized or large companies, companies from
the production industry or some other sector
(trade, services, etc.). ALL companies therefore ba-
sically want the same reform programme.
If company-based training in Bosnia and Herzego-
vina could take place in an environment structured
in such a way, 75% of respondents would provide
practical training. As a result, there would be
around 800 additional jobs per year at all these
companies. At the same time, such a large number
of positive answers points to a great potential, but
also to the necessity of comprehensive/far-reac-
hing reforms.

4.5 Reform option ''apprentice 
training''

A final set of question relating explicitly to reform
options regarding apprentice training (e.g. based on
the Austrian system) was created in order to assess
the scope/depth of the need for reforms in the opi-
nion of companies.
The result basically reflects the necessary reforms
from company perspective, as also stated in the
previous chapter: this in a way stresses the depth of
necessary reforms (please see chart 11).
In case of apprentice training based on a model si-
milar to the ''Austrian model'', around 80% of re-
spondents would be willing to provide apprentice
training. On the one hand, this points to a great in-
terest of companies in actively implementing initial

vocational education themselves, i.e. in taking over
meaningful education components. On the other
hand, it points out the importance of reform pro-
grammes. It is not about ''copy-pasting'' the entire
German, Austrian or Swiss apprenticeship system,
but rather about acknowledging basic components
(such as the duration, places of learning, roles, re-
sponsibilities, etc.) of dual systems of these coun-
tries and their adaptation, as well as independent
concepts for and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, i.e. in
compliance with the characteristics and framework
conditions of the country. In doing so, the possibility
of companies to independently select students for
practical training is certainly of crucial importance. 
A series of questions also explicitly relate to poten-
tial difficulties of such a reform programme. Most
companies are essentially willing to pay remunera-
tions to apprentices, however, many of them expect
financial support from the state. A certainly more
important question is how obviously great specific
needs of companies in terms of content-related
support could be met when introducing and imple-
menting company-based training. Who would be
competent/responsible for it? Who has the capacity
and competences and in what way should such
content-related support be provided/have to be pro-
vided? Another challenge from the perspective of
companies would certainly also be the issue of fin-
ding a sufficient number of qualified workers at
companies, who would be interested in being men-
tors/trainers and their adequate qualification for
this task. There are also some reservations/doubts
as to whether there would be a sufficient number of
''good'' students who already have certain qualifi-
cations and are motivated.  
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A detailed analysis has shown that companies have
extremely homogenous views about this issue, ir-
respective of the fact whether these are Austrian or
Bosnian and Herzegovinian companies, smaller,
medium-sized or large companies, companies that
engage in production or belong to other sectors

(trade, services, etc.). ALL companies therefore
have a very positive attitude to medium-term/long-
term reform options of establishing an apprentice
training system, which is generally similar to the
one in Austria, Germany or Switzerland.
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Chart 11: Reform option ''apprentice training''

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: *Training guidelines, assistance with the selection, qualification offers related to trainers/mentors, teaching 
materials for students, etc. 

It would be possible to introduce apprentice training in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina as a medium-term solution (in compliance with the 
''Austrian model''). What do you think about this reform option?

The introduction of apprentice training/a significant 
expansion of company-based practical training would be

an important and necessary additional development 
step for vocational education in Bosnia and Herzegovina

The company would in any case have to be able to 
select ''apprentices''

If there were such ''apprentice training'', we would also
provide apprentice training 

We would need assistance in relation to the content in
order to introduce such training as a ''company 

providing training''

In general, we would be willing to also pay a 
remuneration to apprentices  

For us it would certainly be a challenge to find a 
sufficient number of qualified workers at our company
that would be adequate mentors/trainers or would be

willing to assume this task         

It will probably be difficult to find ''good'' candidates 
that apply for training as students/apprentices 

(motivation, interest, basic knowledge)  

We would provide apprentice training only if the 
government of Bosnia and Herzegovina offered tax 

reliefs or direct incentives  

% % % % % %

I fully agree                                                                     I completely disagree 
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T he company survey has shown that, in the
opinion of companies, there is a significant
need for reforms, in order for the ''eco-
nomy'' to be ready, i.e. in order for compa-

nies to be able to engage (more) in initial vocational
education, and especially in order to provide prac-
tical training and work-based learning opportuni-
ties (alternance).
This basic view also results from a series of dis-
cussions with actors in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(schools, companies, chambers, ministries). The
author of the report was able to attend around a
dozen of such round table discussions in the period
fall/winter of 2017, which gathered stakeholders
from the whole country (these round tables were
held in Sarajevo, Banja Luka and Mostar). The ex-
ternal perspective shows that…
… initial vocational education in various parts of Bo-
snia and Herzegovina has very different forms, in
part independently from legal framework condi-
tions.
… work-based learning is implemented in various
ways – however, the actors frequently lack a com-
mon vision/understanding of goals related to va-
rious formats. In addition to this, there are
frequently no legal regulations, they are imprecise
or they even differ in different parts of the country.
… the impact and involvement of social partners dif-
fer to a great degree in different parts of the coun-
try, and they are frequently insufficient.
… the roles and responsibilities (especially in case
of schools and companies) are imprecise. This
eventually also relates to unclarities regarding the
criteria that companies have to meet in order to
provide training.
… there is a pronounced lack of trust among the ac-
tors, which makes open discussions about existing
problems more difficult/impossible (e.g. practical
training that is not in compliance with the educa-
tion purposes/''exploitation'' of students during
practical training or lack of willingness of schools
to provide support to companies providing training).

Also, there is insufficient awareness from multiple
points of view about the fact that schools and com-
panies certainly have justified different interests
and expectations related to benefits of work-based
learning.
… the basic structure of work-based learning in-
sufficiently incorporates companies’ possibilities
and needs for flexibility (e.g. lack of possibilities for
(co)decision about the students that will be ''ac-
cepted'' for practical training, content and time of
training components implemented at the company,
too strict supervision by school coordinators).
... schools are frequently the ones that mostly make
decisions about the scope and content of work-
based learning (based on their own interest).
... there are no public support structures for com-
panies interested in providing training.  
From an external perspective, it is possible to de-
duct certain options for action as regards the man-
ner in which the cooperation between schools and
companies – and especially work-based learning –
might be improved in the future. The key issues
would therefore be the following ones8: 
� Explanations regarding the formats of work-

based learning in terms of their goals, structural
forms and roles and responsibilities of schools
and companies.

� Defining obligatory minimum standards/criteria
for companies that provide training

� Structuring training components at companies
while at the same time considering legitimate
entrepreneurial cost-benefit analyses, the need
for flexibility and student training quality assu-
rance

� Introducing public sector support structures and
instruments for companies in order to improve
their competences for implementing high-qua-
lity work-based learning

� Establishment/expansion of school competences
and update of expertise of teachers regarding
theoretical and practical learning

� Defining framework conditions for cooperation

Recommendations for action for the 
purpose of strengthening work-based 
learning   

8 For the purpose of an ovierview and discussion about fundamental ''success factors'' for introducing work-based learning, please see Bliem W., Schmid K., Peta-
novitsch A. (2014): Erfolgsfaktoren der dualen Ausbildung. Transfermöglichkeiten. (Success Factors of Dual Education. Possibilities for their Transfer.). ibw research
report number 177, Vienna
German language version: https://www.ibw.at/resource/download/289/ibw-forschungsbericht-177.pdf
English language version: https://www.ibw.at/bibliothek/id/258/ 
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formats between schools and companies, such
as practical training contract templates or dona-
tion templates

� Inclusion of institutional actors, such as the as-
sociation of employers, in the process of vocatio-
nal education management in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Development of a relevant exper-
tise at these organisations in relation to vocatio-
nal education

� Last, but not least, regulations and administrative
procedures should be standardised throughout the
country in order to guarantee tra nsparency of ac-
cess to and quality of work-based learning both for
students and companies.

26 WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H
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Chart 12: Company structure by sectors  
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Appendix I: Company survey details 

Source: ibw company survey in B&H, 2017  
Note: Only those companies that completed the whole questionnaire (n=91). 

Production of goods /material assets

Trade

Construction industry

Provision of financial and insurance services  

Transport and warehousing

Provision of freelance professional services, 
scientific and technical services  

Hotel and restaurant industry

Provision of other business services

Information and communication

Motor vehicle maintenance and repair 

Land and real estate

Mining 

Energy

In which sector/sectors does your company operate?

% % % % % %
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Appendix II: Questionnaire  

QUESTIONNAIRE
Cooperation with vocational schools | Company-based training  

In which sector/sectors does your company operate? (multiple answers are possible)

Mining 

Production of goods/material assets

Energy

Water supply, sewerage, waste disposal and environmental remediation activities 

Construction industry

Trade

Motor vehicle maintenance and repair 

Transport and warehousing

Hotel and restaurant industry

Information and communication

Provision of financial and insurance services   

Land and real estate

Provision of freelance professional services, scientific and technical services 

Provision of other business services 

Other sectors:

Specific sector: ........................................................................................................................................................

F1a

F1 b
What is the key business activity of your company in Bosnia and Herzegovina? (only one answer is possible)

Trade

Production

Sourcing/procurement

Advisory services/services

Other: .....................................................................................................................................................
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F4 Has your company already accepted students from vocational schools? Or does your company 
already cooperate with vocational schools in some other format?   

If your answer is affirmative, to what extent are you satisfied with the cooperation?    
(1 = very satisfied to 5 = completely dissatisfied)

If your answer is negative, would you in general be interested in cooperation?
(1 = very interested to 5 = completely uninterested)

WORK-BASED LEARNING IN B&H 29

F2
How many employees does your company currently have in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
(only one answer is possible)

1-9

10-19

20-49

50-249

more than 250

In which city/region does your company have its seat or branch office? 
(multiple answers are possible)

Sarajevo

Banja Luka

Mostar

Brčko District

Other city/region: ......................................

F3

First of all, we would like to know whether you already cooperate
with vocational schools or whether you would be interested 
in cooperating with them.    
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Cooperation
Existing cooperation?
Level of satisfaction

Interest in 
cooperation in

future?
Open door days/hours, professional practice
days, career guidance: students can get 
acquainted with the daily work routine, activities
and professions at our company   

Voluntary internship (there are no regulations)

Practical training at the company/specialist
training (during the school year or holidays; the
scope and content are defined in the 
curriculum)

Partnerships with schools (training company,
etc.)

Infrastructure donations: the company provides
machinery/material for school workshops  

Regular money donations  

Students can do various exercises, final and 
seminar papers related to your company   

Exchange of information with teachers regarding
current trends in the profession  

Qualified workers of the company teach at
schools  

Our company is represented at the school 
management/board/body  

Other cooperation formats? Please indicate:

...........................................................................

Other cooperation formats? Please indicate:

............................................................................

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5
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F4a You stated that you already have an existing cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are in your opinion the greatest challenges of such cooperation? 

(1 = very big challenges to 5 = without any problems at all)

F4b You stated that you were interested in cooperation with vocational schools. 
What are in your opinion probably the greatest challenges when it comes to cooperation with vocational
schools?

(1 = very big challenges to 5 = without any problems at all)
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If in F4 you indicated an existing cooperation:

If an existing cooperation was not indicated in F4, and if interest was expressed for at least
one cooperation format:

Challenges
Importance

(1 to 5)

Difficulties to even find schools interested in cooperation  

Lack of sustainability of cooperation, given the fact that it is largely based on the 
initiative and engagement of individuals  

Lack of engagement of teachers  

Lack of knowledge of students  

Unclarity/uncertainty regarding legal aspects/responsibilities related to the 
cooperation  

Too complicated/bureaucratic regulations  

Lack of support of the public sector  

Incorporation of cooperation (in case of practical training at the company, company visit,
etc.) in the work process at the company

Investments related to human resources/financial resources of the company  

Other challenges: ............................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

We would now like to focus on your experiences regarding 
practical training of students from vocational schools 
(i.e. not higher education students).  
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F5 Has your company already had experiences with students from vocational schools?

If F5 = YES, now: F6a Why are you providing practical training?
If F5 = YES, but only previously: F6a Why were you providing practical training?

(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)

We kindly ask you to give answers only in relation to those practical trainings that students from
vocational schools must/should participate in, as well as practical training, the scope and content
of which are defined in the curriculum (such as obligatory internships or practical training at the
company during the school year).    

YES, we currently have students doing practical training (please continue with F6a)

YES, we used to have students doing practical training, however, this is currently not the case 
(please continue with F6a, and then also F6b&F6c)

NO, we have never had students doing practical training (please continue with F6c)

I don’t know (please continue with F7)

Reasons Grade
(1 to 5)

Students are an instrument for meeting the needs of the company for qualified 
workers 

They reduce the risk of hiring wrong candidates  

They increase the level of prominence of the company within the target group of 
candidates   

We would like to offer interested young persons an insight into daily work routine and 
professions  

We would like to give a chance to interested young persons to acquire their first work 
experiences  

Students that do practical training support the work in a flexible manner

Students doing practical training help solve a specific problem  

Students doing practical training bring new know-how and new ideas to the company  

Students doing practical training are a manner of entering into contact with 
vocational schools  

We consciously wish to give an opportunity to young persons  

Other/additional reasons:
...........................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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F7 Irrespective of the fact whether you already had specific experiences with practical training or not: What
should practical training in general be like in order for a higher number of companies to provide practical
training?

(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)
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F6b Scope of practical training of students at the company:
Obligatory internship: 
... number of weeks during holidays  
Practical training at the company during school year:
... number of days per week or 
... number of weeks per semester 

If F5 = NO: F6c Why are you currently not providing practical training?

(Categories of answers are identical as in case of F6a)

Reasons why your company is not providing practical training Grade
(1 to 5)

The added value of practical training is too small/non-existent for the company

The inclusion of students in the daily work routine is too difficult/complicated  

The necessary vocational education is (still) not available  

The time and/or financial resources to be invested in practical training are too high    

Bureaucratic barriers are too big  

The cooperation with the school is too complicated/complex 

The motivation/engagement of students is insufficient  

The knowledge of students is insufficient  

The company has only partial/has no information about legal and organisational 
framework conditions for providing practical training         

We do not need qualified workers, so that we are not interested in providing practical
training to students   

Other/additional reasons:
..........................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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Reform options Grade
(1 to 5)

Company-based training must be considerably longer (than this has been the case
so far)

The company must have the possibility to choose students for practical training on
its own

The content of practical trainings must correspond to a larger extent to qualification
needs of companies  

The time of practical training must be adapted to time-related requirements of the
company in a flexible manner (practical training that lasts for several days per week
or in block teaching per semester)

Companies must have more freedom in terms of implementation of practical training
and the school/teachers may not  ''control'' them in relation to this

Curricula must to a larger extent be based on specific professions, and less on wide
education fields  

Regulations defining who issues the certificate of practical training and in which
form must be improved  

Legal provisions must be simpler and easier to understand 

Responsibilities of the school and company must be regulated in a clearer way  

Regulations on occupational safety and insurance during practical training must be
defined in a clearer way

The criteria that must be met by a company to provide training must be simplified

Companies need support in finding students for practical training (e.g. online stock
exchange, career guidance, education fairs)

Companies must be supported through specific measures in terms of how 
practical training should be conducted (training guidelines, assistance in selection, 
qualifications for trainers/mentors, teaching materials for students, etc.)  

There have to be public incentives for companies that provide practical training  

Other/additional reform options that are absolutely necessary: 
.............................................................................................................................................

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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F8 Would your company be willing to offer (more) practical training positions under the above conditions?  

F8b In case of which profession/professional field would your company be interested in providing practical
training for students? How many students would that approximately be per year?  

Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______
Profession/professional field: _______________________________________     No. ______

F9 Medium-term reform options could also include the introduction of apprentice training in Bosnia and
Herzegovina (similarly to the Austrian model), or the time spent doing practical training at the company
within the existing practical training might be extended in such a way that at least half of the training takes
place at the company. What is your opinion on these reform options?

(1 – I fully agree, 2 I agree, 3 I am neutral – I neither agree nor disagree, 4 I disagree, 5 I completely disagree)

YES                        I am not sure                                  NO (please continue with F9)� �

''Apprentice training'': Is this a necessary medium-term reform option?

Reform options ''apprentice training'' Grade
(1 to 5)

The introduction of apprentice training/significant expansion of company based 
practical training would be an important and necessary development step for 
vocational education in Bosnia and Herzegovina  

If there were such ''apprentice training'', we would also provide apprentice training 

The company would in any case have to be able to select ''apprentices''

For us it would certainly be a challenge to find a sufficient number of qualified 
workers at our company that would be adequate mentors/trainers or would be willing
to assume this task  

In general, we would be willing to also pay a remuneration to apprentices  

It will probably be difficult to find ''good'' candidates that apply for training as 
students/apprentices (motivation, interest, basic knowledge, etc.)

We would need assistance in relation to the content in order to introduce such training
as a company providing training     

We would provide apprentice training only if the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina
offered tax reliefs or direct incentives 

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5
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Would you like to receive the key findings of this survey and the manual by e-mail?  

No

Yes, please send them to (e-mail address): .....................................................................................

Would you like to continue participating in the discussion about reform options in vocational education?  

No

Yes, please send them to (e-mail address): ......................................................................................
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Thank you very much for taking the time to participate in our survey. Over the coming
weeks, we will analyse the data we gathered in order to see your opinion as to the direction
in which our support to the process of reforms in vocational education in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina should/would have to go.
In addition to this, we are working on a manual – so that in it you will obtain information 
on possibilities for regional cooperation with vocational schools.  
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